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"Repetition occurs when elements which have something in common are 
repeated regularly or irregularly, sometimes creating a rhythm. Rhythm is 
a vital part of our universeand is represented in the movement of the 
heavenly bodies, the seasonal changes, the motion of ocean waves and even 
by the heartbeat." Dorothea C Malcolm (1972).

We are comfortable with the familiar - repetition is important to us, but 
there seems to be a need for visual imperfection too. When a design 
consists of shapes that are exactly al ike, repeated in a uniform and 
regular manner, then that design tends to become very rigid and formal. By 
varying the shapes and the spaces between them a more informal interest is 
created that seems to have a greater appeal. Hand-crafting, or at least 
the appearance of hand-crafting, seems to be important to the human psyche 
-we 1 ike our patterns to have repetition so we feel comfortable, but not 
so exact as to feel overly formal, clinical or cold.

William Justema (1968) analyses pattern and the appeal of pattern. In his 
book "The Pleasures of Pattern"he states, "Although repetition is what 
makes a pattern, variation is what makes it rewarding to look at 
Variation is that principle of design that relieves the .…mechanical 
regularity of a pattern".

In many publicat ions that look at the design elements it is stated that 
repetition with variation is interesting, without variation repetition can 
become monotonous. There does not however appear to be any empirical 
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evidence for this. And there is no indication as to just how much 
variation is required for optimum effect.

ffith the aid of a smal1 grant from the Arts and Humanities Research 
Council an initial empirical study into how repeated pattern is viewed was 
undertaken. The objectives were to bring about a better understanding of 
repetition in artwork and design and the emotional responses to repeated 
elements in terms of numbers and the level of formality/variation. 
Responses to a variety of repeated themes and elements were elicited from 
a wide range of observers by means of questionnaires. The results of this 
study are presented in this paper.
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